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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the desires of consumers to introduce a new product in market in general and synthetic vinegar as a particular in order to raise the market share of the synthetic vinegar. The primary data was collected in survey and communication method was used to collect the information from respondents. In communication method personal interviews were conducted through structured questionnaire as a tool to collect information for this purpose. Results reveal that consumers were more quality conscious and they wanted a flavor in vinegar. Most of the consumers used branded vinegar, while some consumers were using unbranded vinegar. Results also revealed that purchase of investigated produce was most significant by their availability in retail outlets. For increase of market share of vinegar it should be promoted on large scale and produce Synthetic Vinegar in different flavors like: grapes, sugar cane, and black berry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Vinegar is commonly used as food ingredient but also for medicinal belongings and for its physiological effects, natural vinegar is a superior food additive over synthetic vinegar as it carries essential amino acids from its food source and it reported to act as a medicine for aches and gastric troubles (Abid et al. 2010). In this era of awareness consumers are conscious about food products, when they are purchasing. They are conscious simultaneously with their awareness of the relation of manufacture practice and superiority of the food item for consumption as well as environmental alarm in consideration to food. This awareness is helping in growth of demand for food for non-conventional manufacturing practice and mean while increase consumers’ concentration to keep their relationship closer with food producing concerns (Juvanic 2010). Food, which offers symbolic, functional, epistemic, emotional, and situational benefits to consumers’, is always in search and increase satisfaction of their requirements and wants. In present age of competitive market there are varieties of factors which are affecting the choice of purchase for any brand and foodstuffs. Brand image is essential and it creates signal to understand phenomenon of brand preferences and for satisfaction of consumers. Image of brand is being built by the perception of consumers in their mind related the products’ attributes (Khan 2012). Along with other products, food vinegar also has importance in the food but it is facing some problems in Synthetic vinegar market. Synthetic vinegar is not giving the expected market share as expected. It is clear from above literature that for the increase of share of purchased product, brand image is necessary and to create it in the mind of consumers for new product research is necessary. This study is doing the same. In this study we want to know consumers’ attitude and perception towards synthetic vinegar to capture market share towards synthetic vinegar. This study has a wide scope for the synthetic vinegar company which is interested to know how the market share of Synthetic Vinegar can be raised. This requires information about the buying behavior of consumers,
more over those who want to know the psyche of consumer whether they are brand conscious or simply go for the generic name. Due to time and budget, Lack of resources and constraints study has been limited to Karachi. Data from other areas was not collected hence result may not be generalized for other products or all over country. The paper aims to make clear and to quantify the impact of various determinants which have impact on purchase of synthetic vinegar. Therefore main question is, what factors are important to increase market share of synthetic vinegar.

This evaluation examined consumer buying behavior, and buying pattern towards the product of synthetic vinegar as a main objective to make the management of synthetic vinegar able to launch the product in the market according to the wants and acceptance of the customer in order to acquire the market share of synthetic vinegar. Its specific questions are given below to achieve the targeted answer:

1.2 Question

Q1: Identify buying behavior towards branded vinegar.
Q2: Identify buying behavior towards un-branded vinegar.
Q3: Identify buying behavior towards synthetic vinegar.
Q4: Identify buying behavior towards non-synthetic vinegar.
Q5: Identify buying behavior towards flavored vinegar.

1.3 Structure of the Remaining Study

Section two gives review of previous literature; section three provides details about methodology; section four provides details about results and findings; section five gives discussion and conclusion and finally section six gives recommendations and implementations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many researchers have carried out research studies to investigate online consumers’ behavior, Like: Bellman et al (1999). For the prediction of purchasing online Bellman et al (1999) examined variety of predictors for whether a client will purchase online. Making decisions for buying online, researcher found moderate influence on demographic variables such as age, education and income, other vital determinants of online shopping are investigated in this study. To evaluate the process of consumers’ decision making, it is important to determine consumer behavior. In order to provide good services, it is important to recognize consumers’ behavior patterns. It is observed that compulsive buying is an extremely noteworthy feature in consumers’ behavioral research. Compulsive buying is defined as “chronic, repetitive purchasing, that becomes a primary response to negative events or feeling” (Faber and O’Guinn 1992; Faber and O’Guinn 1989b). According to Furst et al. (1996) basic common component of consumers is food choice but it is one of the most composite functions with a number of influences. At the time of purchasing and decision making, consumers have more realistic thoughts in their minds. These thoughts include sensory features of food (e.g., quality and taste) (Powell and Maher 2003) beside with the influence of non-food belongings (e.g., cognitive information, the physical environment, social factors) (Bell and Meiselman 1995). Grunert (2005) reported that the two most important aspects of consumers are quality and safety, while they take decision about purchasing related to food choice. Mostly consumers derive perception from other products’ signals, such as appearances of product or quality label. Food choice is a vital decision therefore it is difficult to examine and include all factors which
are included in decision making, example: psychological, biological, psychological and cultural (Rozin 2008). Several research studies have discussed about cultural factors of food choice. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate consumers’ cultural background. Overby et al (1997), suggests because of diversity of cultures, different perceptions and experiences are found regarding food. Consumers might crave more exciting likeness characteristics in products or brand. Different individual ethics have been found regarding consumer attitude and behavior (Homer and Kahle 1988). Brand loyalty carries an essential function in consumers’ perception of a product and develops a market share, reputation and image of the product. Due to this reason, brand is less risky in the market as brand loyalty is the main factor of selection of consumer behavior (Patwardhan et al 2010). Brand consciousness is important for purchasing decisions and consumers have a preference to buy a well-known product (Kuang et al. 2009).

The are many studies done regarding consumer behavior of selection of food, but no one has particularly done a study in Pakistan regarding factor of selection of consumer behavior for synthetic vinegar. For the purpose of this study, it is conceptual from above material that the firm should know about consumers’ behavior through factors which help in purchasing decision. These factors are: brand, packing quantity, duration of buying and preference (price, quality and convenience). Therefore, decision depends on these factors: brand, packing quantity, duration of buying and preference.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The primary data was collected in survey and communication method was used to collect the information from respondents. In communication method personal interviews were conducted through structured questionnaire as a tool to collect information for this purpose. Questionnaire consisted of multiple choice questions. The sampling was non-probability and sample size was 100 households. Researcher personally collected the data from each respondent and any query related to question respondent was resolved on the spot.

4. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Question 01: Do you buy branded or unbranded vinegar?

Response: Out of 100 respondents 63% said that they use branded vinegar and 37% said that they use unbranded vinegar.

Question 02: Do you buy synthetic or non-synthetic vinegar?

Response: 84% out of 63% of respondents, who were in favor of branding, said that they use synthetic branded vinegar and 16% said that they use non-synthetic branded vinegar. 89% out of 37% respondents who were in favor of un-branded said that they use synthetic un-branded vinegar and 11% said that they use non-synthetic-branded vinegar.

Question 03: Which flavor of Vinegar do you buy?

Response: Out of 100 respondents 25% said that they buy Grapes, 11% said Sugarcane, 10% said Blackberry, 52% said Plain and 2% said others.
Question 04: What quantity of Vinegar do you buy?

Out of 100 respondents 58% said that they buy 300ml, 24% said 750ml and 18% said 1 litter.

Question 05: How often do you buy?

Response: Out of 100 respondents 38% said that they buy monthly, 23% said once in two month, 29% said quarterly, 9% said half yearly and 1 said yearly.

Question 06: Why do you prefer this product?

Response: Out of 100 respondents 31% said that they prefer price, 47% said quality and 22% said convenience.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

According to the results 63 % consumers are using branded vinegar and 33 % are using unbranded Vinegar. Synthetic vinegar branded and un-branded both are being purchased by majority of consumers. 52% of the consumers purchase plain vinegar and 25% purchase grapes. 38% purchase monthly, 23% once in two months and 29% quarterly. To answer the objectives, it can be concluded that people prefer branded vinegar over un-branded vinegar. Furthermore, we find out from the results that people mostly prefer synthetic vinegar over non-synthetic vinegar whether it is branded or unbranded vinegar. In regards, to buying behavior towards flavored vinegar, majority of people prefer plain vinegars i.e. 52% of the sample surveyed. The remaining 48% personal preferences regarding flavor.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

According to the results, consumers are becoming more quality conscious and they want flavors in vinegar. Manufacturing firms should promote its synthetic Vinegar on large scale to increase its market share and produce synthetic vinegar in different flavors like Grape, Sugarcane, and Blackberry.
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